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A young man's fight against childhood cancer

Make Some Noise and
the National Angel Quilt
To talk to fifteen-year-old Malcolm Sutherland-Foggio today,
one would never guess that this charming, unassuming
teenager from northern New Jersey has been to hell and
back, not just once but many times in his short life.
Diagnosed with Ewing's Sarcoma, a highly aggressive
malignant bone tumor, when he was only ten years old,
Malcolm has had to endure numerous rounds of chemotherapy, surgery to remove his hip, and extensive physical rehabilitation—all while keeping up with his schoolwork. It's been an
incredibly difficult road to be sure, but now, five years later,
Malcolm happily reports that he is in remission and cancer
free, a testament to his endurance and determination.

Noise: Cure Kids Cancer Foundation in 2009. The mission of
the organization is to raise awareness and desperately
needed funding for pediatric cancer research. Unbelievably,
Malcolm has fundraised over $1,000,000 to date, which has
gone directly to research facilities around the United States
that are currently conducting pediatric cancer studies. The
money is distributed based on the recommendations of a
medical advisory board and without the usual hassle and
exasperating red tape that slows down the grant process. So
far, the foundation has dispensed funding to the prestigious
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute of Boston, The Children's
Hospital of Philadelphia, Seattle Children's Research

1 in 320

There is a supposition among the general public that cancer in youngsters under the age of 21 is rare, but the facts
are alarming. In the United States, 1 in 320 children receives
a diagnosis of cancer each year. "To put it in perspective,"
notes Julie Sutherland, Malcolm‘s mother, "we lose as many
children to cancer each year as the number of people who
died on 9/11; that is, 30,000 children lost since that fateful
day."
The global numbers are much worse—one million children
have perished during a ten-year period. Yet pediatric cancer
researchers in the U.S. receive only 3% of all funding directed toward cancer research, "and that 3% has to be divided
among more than a dozen different childhood cancers," Julie
adds. Small wonder that many pediatric cancers have treatment protocols 20 to 30 years old!

Malcolm 's Epiphany

Halfway through his treatment, Malcolm woke up in his
hospital bed in the middle of the night. Two rooms away, he
could hear the anguished screams of a mother whose child
had just died. "Mom," Malcolm immediately told Julie, "someone has to make some noise about this!"
The more Malcolm learned about childhood cancer and
the limited resources available, the more he realized that
something had to be done to let people know that children
are dying every single day. A cancer diagnosis is devastating
at any age, but more so for children. Because of their high
metabolic rate, cancer grows more quickly in young people.
By the time they're diagnosed with the disease three or four
months down the road, it might already be too late.
Despite his own troubles, but true to his word, Malcolm,
with Julie's help, founded and incorporated Make Some
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The National Angel Quilt was displayed at the Washington State Convention Center as part of a tour in April 2012.
The panel at right had not yet been added to the quilt.
Institute, Baylor Texas Children's Cancer Center, Children's
Medical Center of Dallas, and Children's Hospital Colorado at
Memorial Hospital.

The Angel Quilt

According to Malcolm and Julie, children who never had
an opportunity to grow up should be more than mere
statistics. They strongly felt that something had to be done to
put faces to the names. Julie, a proficient oil painter, was not

a quilter, but the idea of a tribute quilt took shape in her
mind. She began collecting images from families of children
lost to cancer and transferring them to EQ Printables fabric
sheets. Each image is lovingly bordered with purple or yellow
fabric (the foundation‘s official colors) and sewn into a quilt
block. Blocks are then mailed, together with color fabric
markers, to family members to be signed and decorated
before being sewn into the quilt.
With her painter's eye for color, Julie has managed to keep
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Getting Involved

Photo transfers ready to be sewn into blocks for the quilt
the quilt looking harmonious, even though it is assembled in
panels. Once a panel is finished (together with batting and
backing), it can be attached to the quilt. The backing fabric is
the same on all panels, so that looking at the quilt from the
reverse side, it appears to be whole and consistent. Julie
herself is a stickler for detail and passionate about the cause.
She can tell you about each child on the quilt and even has
siblings represented. "Imagine losing two children to cancer?" she asks. The question hangs heavily. We cant imagine, and yet it happens.
The beautiful faces of the children on the quilt have been
instrumental in helping raise money for the foundation.
Malcolm and Julie have toured around the country with the
quilt as time and opportunity permits.

With a stack of images
waiting to be bordered,
and piano-key sashing
strips yet to be pieced,
Julie would love to connect
with a few quilters who
would be willing to share
their expertise. She is also
in need of supplies, including light to medium-value
yellow and purple fabrics
(small prints and solids,
see sample colors and values below), Pellon Legacy
80/20 cotton/poly lightweight batting, and EQ
Printables fabric sheets.
Because she and Malcolm
want every dollar they
raise to go to cancer
research, Julie relies heavily on donations of materials. "The EQ Printables
sheets are the most costly," Julie notes. "Because we are not
retailers, we have been unable to get them wholesale."
In January 2012, Malcolm was recognized as a New
Jersey Hero by New Jersey's First Lady, Mary Pat Christie.
In 2011, the Make Some Noise Foundation was selected as
a Top 3 Finalist for Best New Charity at the Classy Awards in
San Diego, California. To contact the organization, write to
Make Some Noise: Cure Kids Cancer Foundation, PO Box
9210, Morristown, NJ 07963-9210 or call 1-973-656-1111. To
read more about Malcolm or to submit a photo to be transferred onto a quilt block for the National Angel Quilt, visit
www.makenoise4kids.org.
The Quilter staff thanks the marketing department of
Mack-Cali Realty Corporation in Edison, New Jersey, for its
assistance in developing this article. ❖

Samples of yellow
and purple fabrics
used in the quilt

(Right): Angels who lost their battle with cancer
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